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QUESTION: What do we do with all the confusion that’s within us, and in the whole 

Charedi community, towards all the rumours in the last months and which has bought to 

what has occurred today. 

 

Answer: Now isn’t the time to look who is guilty! Now is the time to see as it says in the 

Pasuk     ל" -"כעת יאמר ליעקב מה פעל ק  

 ''Now it will be said to Yackov what Hashem has done''. 

Now we have a job to do, our job is: To recognise what Hashem has done, what does 

Hashem want to teach us with this, what part of Chesed Hashem is hidden here. 

WHY MUST WE NOT LOOK FOR THE GUILTY PERSON? 

THE FIRST REASON IS: Because in these cases no one is guilty! In these cases, Hashem has 

taken away the Daas from all the people involved, for a split second of a blink of an eye. 

THE SECOND REASON IS: What happened today comes to teach us how much we need to 

appreciate every second we have Daas, to appreciate the gift that Hashem has given us, 

which is Daas, that Hashem bestows us with Daas and connection. 

Its enough for us to be one second without Daas, without Connection – and nothing will 

stop us! 

We can be very intelligent, people with a good understanding, or as right as we want, but 

one split second without Daas and we have no control over our actions! 

What steals our Daas ? what causes us to become Disconnected ? 

Being involved in negativity, when a person is involved in negativity, negative thoughts, 

negative words – this disconnects us from Daas and disconnects us from ourselves and 

from our connection to Hashem! 

We need to always live and beware of the Danger not to lose our Daas! Not to be dragged 

into negativity! Because the outcome can be unchangeable. 

If we will take in the message Hashem sent us today – It will be a Malitz Yosher for the 

Neshmah, for him who put in so much effort his whole life, and was all about fixing broken 

hearts, He was a Nachshon all the way through, and his flesh was combed with combs of 

iron! 

He merited that his Neshumah went out BE’ECHOD in order to merit us all to live Bachdus! 

Ata Chonen Lodom Daas, we need to daven to Hashem that he should give us our Daas all 

the time and to keep us away from Panic! 

Hashem should help that we should be Zoche to our Yeshuah from within the Panic in our 

souls, as we say Hoshanoh Nefesh Mibahala, precisely because within the Panic, is hidden 

our Big Yeshuah. 


